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Free Calligraphy Alphabet Charts
Practical guide teaches elegant 18th-century writing style.
Each letterform demonstrated stroke by stroke with clear
explanation. Write quotations, poems, invitations, more.
Numerous black-and-white illus. Bibliography.
This Calligraphy and Hand Lettering is for beginner
calligraphy book to practice. (This book is blank 4 type lined
book for beginner calligraphy practice). PLEASE READ THIS
DETAILS BEFORE BUY A HAND LETTERING PRACTICE
BOOK THIS LETTERING BOOK SPECIAL FOR YOU WITH
4 PAPER TYPES (120 PAGES) - Angle Lined - Straight Lined
- Grid Lined - Dot Grid Lined - Note: Don't have alphabet
guide This Hand Lettering Practice Book Interior Details Type: Calligraphy lettering book for practice - Type: Hand
Lettering Practice book - Type of Paper: White #55 lb paper
(minimizes ink bleed-through) - Cover Design: Matte Craft
Cover With Handwriting Design Font - Dimensions: 8.5 x 11
inches - Pages: 120 pages of total - Tips: In This Book Have
4 Section(4 Paper Type) - Note: Don't have alphabet guide
Thank You For Watching this Lettering Book Practice Make
Your Perfect
SEYES FRENCH RULED CLAIREFONTAINE NOTEBOOKS
| FEUILLE CALLIGRAPHY GRAPH JOURNAL | ESSENTIAL
HANDWRITING & LETTERING PRACTICE WORKBOOK
SEYES FRENCH RULED CLAIREFONTAINE NOTEBOOKS
consist of standard writing paper in French high schools
where it is used in a similar way to college rule in US schools.
It is also known as "Grands Carreaux" (large squares) paper
or "Seyes" paper after its creator. The grid system helps
children and teens form letters correctly. Product Details:
Premium Matte-Finish cover design 100 pages of French
Ruled Paper Printed on High Quality, Bright White paper
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stock Printed on Chlorine-Free, Acid-Free paper Large size 8.5" x 11" GET your SEYES FRENCH RULED
CLAIREFONTAINE NOTEBOOKS now!
Spark Your Creativity with Calligraphy #1 New Release in
Handwriting Reference Lettering artist Phawnda Moore has
been teaching calligraphy and design for 25 years. An awardwinning author, she steps into beginning students’ shoes to
select content, address anticipated questions, and offer
solutions to the unexpected yet inevitable problems that are
encountered in hand lettering. “Lettering from A to Z . . .”
stands out from the crowd! It was written for all levels of
experience and nourishes creative thinking through mindful
practice. Blending traditional design principles and modern
tools, it will inspire you to find your own style. Your creative
life will be enriched with step-by-step tutorials “from A to Z.”
Written in conversational narrative, this full-color book
includes more than 200 images of Phawnda’s professional
work, published articles, and guidance from her class demos
to make beautiful projects. Phawnda's instruction includes: •
12 styles (Uncial calligraphy, Italic calligraphy, script
calligraphy, brush lettering, faux calligraphy, rainbow lettering,
monoline letters, handwriting and drawn letters) •
Customized, printable practice sheets • Recommended
writing tools, papers, sources, printing tips • How to
troubleshoot • Layout, color and design basics • Mail art to
keep correspondence alive • Lettering projects for mentoring
youngsters • Real-life tips on how to organize your studio
space • Tips on sharing your skills in teaching, business,
events, home, garden and community • Making background
papers from tea • Original gifts with the meaning of names for
family and friends • Illustrating with calligraphy tools •
Projects to make handmade birthday cards, holiday cards,
journals of your life, and easy-to-design art books If you
enjoyed Hand Lettering 101, The Lost Art of Handwriting, or
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Hand Lettering for Relaxation, then it’s time to grab a copy of
Lettering from A to Z and reconnect to your natural creativity.
Japanese Calligraphy Writing Practice Notebook
Genkouyoushi Paper for Beginners: Learn Hiragana
Katakana Kanji Character Handwriting; Alphabet
Chart;Independently Published
Manuscript Instruction
Award-winning calligrapher's generously illustrated text offers
full coverage of calligraphy for left-handed writers. Tools and
materials, correct positioning, page layout, much more. 4
model alphabets.
Calligraphy Practice Notebook Just what the doctor ordered.
Upper and Lowercase Calligraphy Alphabet Pages for
Lettering Practice 8" x 10",20.32 x 25.4 cm, 124 pages, 31
practice pages per Letter case, Soft Durable Matte Cover
(Classic) Cover: Durable Matte Paperback. Binding:
Professional grade binding (Paper back retail standard)
Designed in the USA
Unlock your inner artist--easy, stylish creative lettering for
beginners Creative lettering looks fancy, but don't be
intimidated--anyone can learn the basic strokes and combine
them to make something beautiful! Unleash your artistic side
with Easy Creative Lettering, a beginner's guide to the
decorative art of hand-drawing letters and numbers. You'll
find all the guidance you need to give your lettering tons of
personality--righties and lefties welcome, and no perfect
handwriting skills required. Try your hand at 10 charming
alphabets in script, serif, and sans serif styles. Each alphabet
includes a complete sample with easy-to-follow instructions
and worksheets for every capital letter, lowercase letter, and
number. Follow along step-by-step right in the book, and
even download extra practice sheets online. Finally, learn
embellishments and flourishes to inspire your own original
compositions! Inside Easy Creative Lettering, you'll find:
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Different strokes--Discover the nine basic lettering strokes,
and find out how to form and join letters--with visual examples
for tricky combinations like o and n. Supplies
demystified--Learn to use both brush and round pens, and
get specific recommendations for the best pens, paper, and
other supplies for creative lettering. Flex your creativity--Eight
fun projects invite you to apply your new creative lettering
skills to stationary, chalk signs, shoes, and more--easy
designs included. Discover the art of hand lettering--it's
simple with Easy Creative Lettering!
Provides samples of script type faces and script alphabets in
a wide range of styles
About This Book: This large and beautiful japanese writing
practice book (Genkouyoushi grid paper), with mythical
dragon image as its cover design, is great for beginners
learning to practice Japanese calligraphy and writing
japanese alphabet letters and characters such as hiragana,
katakana and kanji. Glossy Finish Soft Cover (Perfect Bound)
US Letter Size: 8.5x11 Inch (Approximately A4) 150 Pages of
High Quality Paper Hiragana and Katakana Chart Included
for Easy Reference Incorporates dragon Illustration Motif To
see our full range of notebooks and journals, click on the
Amazon author links, Enchanting Japan and MayMei
Notebooks & Journals, in the title/subject area.
Transform ordinary handwritten pieces into unique, artistic
keepsakes, Calligraphy Magic makes the art of decorative
lettering fun and achievable—even if you're a beginner. Take it
one simple pen-stroke at a time. Following Cari Buziak's clear
visual instruction, you'll learn how to embellish every project
with beautifully hand-lettered words, logos and decorative
illustrations. Detailed demonstrations include: A precise list of
the tools and materials you'll need Colorful illustrations that
show how to form every stroke 15 complete alphabets—from
basic to fancy—such as Italic, Gothic and Versal Step-by-step
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instruction for adding exciting decorative touches such as
Celtic knotwork, gold leafing and eye-popping colors 12 stepby-step projects that show how to create gorgeous
calligraphic treatments for wedding invitations, greeting cards,
thank you notes, awards, certificates and much more Plus, a
full chapter that walks you through using a computer to create
your own calligraphy fonts There are even pre-printed
practice pages you can photocopy to help you perfect every
stroke. It's all here in Calligraphy Magic. Take your decorative
lettering to new heights to precision and beauty, and create
timeless pieces for family and friends to treasure and admire.
No need for copper or plates to achieve the distinctive
calligraphic script of eighteenth-century Europe ? just a pen,
ink, and this comprehensive workbook will do. Master
calligrapher Dick Jackson explains the basic strokes for
almost all letters of the copperplate alphabet. Simple
instructions and examples introduce the swirls, flourishes,
strikings, and thick and thin strokes that make copperplate
calligraphy a source of pleasure for the practitioner and a
delight to the reader. A historical introduction traces the
growth of copperplate from its roots in the French ronde of
the seventeenth century, to its adaptation by English clerks
into their copybooks, and the development of the style known
as round hand. In addition, guide sheets and instructions for
individual letters and numbers offer aspiring calligraphers a
practical approach to this enduring art form.
An absolute must-have guide for beginners, this is an
interactive workbook designed to teach you how to create
gorgeous lettering with any pen on any surface, no brush pen
or calligraphy nib necessary! You’ll learn how to draw letters,
words, inspirational phrases, and bible verses in multiple
alphabet styles by practicing outlining letters and thickening
downstrokes. Perforated traceable phrases and backgrounds
allow you to make your own art, pull it out, then frame it.
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Simple, approachable, and fun, this method is versatile for
any surface so you can create stunning faux calligraphy on
paper, chalkboards, wood, glass, and more! Author Danielle
Stringer is the owner and artist behind Imperfect Dust and
shares her secret to hand lettering; that it doesn’t have to be
daunting! With the hope of encouraging readers to pick up a
pen and go for it, Stringer will teach you how to achieve the
calligraphy look with simple key lines.
Master Modern Calligraphy and Show Off Your Skills with
Amazing Projects Learn the art of calligraphy with this
approachable, inspiring step-by-step guide. Calligraphy is the
key to creating stunning, customized cards, gorgeous handaddressed envelopes, personalized stationery, unique gift
wrap and more. Renowned calligraphy designer and
instructor Karla Lim breaks down the complex craft into
simple steps so you can get amazing professional results in
your cards and gifts, while also enjoying this meditative
process. With worksheets right in the book, you can practice
forming and connecting letters in a variety of sophisticated
modern calligraphy styles. Karla’s practice plan makes it
easy to get comfortable with the essential tools and
techniques before moving on to create personalized projects
with your new skill. Add a special touch to your next event
with an elegant handwritten menu and place cards. Get
creative with inspiring gifts like a memory shadow box and a
botanical calendar. Karla also covers the basics of digitizing
calligraphy, making it easy to share your creations with
friends and family, and to connect with the exciting lettering
and calligraphy community online. Packed with essential tips
and inspiring project ideas, this book has everything you need
to get started and get creative with calligraphy.
"From selecting the appropriate tools, such as pens, nibs,
brushes, inks, and papers, to learning optimal hand
positioning and understanding the intricacies of lettering
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angles, heights, spacing, and strokes, [this book] introduces
aspiring calligraphers and hand-lettering artists to the core
concepts and techniques that comprise the art of traditional
calligraphy."--Back cover.

Learn World Calligraphy has something for
everyone. Whether you want scholarly insight,
artistic inspiration, classroom projects, or a theme for
your next party, this comprehensive, unparalleled fullcolor book will guide you on a virtual trip around the
globe. Covering nearly all of the world’s writing
systems—from African to Arabic, Chinese to Greek,
Hebrew to Russian, and beyond—Learn World
Calligraphy offers a unique glimpse of scripts
worldwide and the calligraphers who write them.
Lushly illustrated with gorgeous examples of both
historical and modern calligraphic designs, this book
is filled with practical instruction for how key aspects
of each exotic script can be applied to the English
alphabet, generating calligraphic hybrids with a
distinctly foreign flair. Like a new cuisine that you
can’t wait to cook at home, the scripts you meet in
this book are sure to infuse your own calligraphy with
the flavor of abroad. Bon voyage!
World languages present an amazing array of
fascinating, geometrically elaborate letters! In this
book, readers can discover the wonders of world
alphabets. Easy-to-read, big-print charts provide
comparison and contrast of letters from different
geographical regions of the world!Alphabets
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Included:English
AfrikaansAlbanianArabicArmenianAzerbaijaniBasqu
e BelarusianBengaliBerberBosnianBulgarianCanton
eseCatalanCebuanoCroatianCzechDanishDutchEgy
ptianEsperantoEstonianFilipinoFinnishFrenchGalicia
nGeorgianGermanGreekGujaratiHaitianHausaHebre
wHindiHungarianIcelandicIgboIndonesianItalianJapa
neseJavaneseKannadaKhmerKoreanLaoLatinLatvia
nLithuanianMacedonianMalayMalteseMandarinMara
thiNepaliNorwegianPersianPolishPortuguesePunjabi
RomanianRussianSerbianSlovakSlovenianSomaliSp
anishSwahiliSwedishTamilTeluguThaiTurkishUkraini
anUrduVietnameseYiddishYorubaZulu
The Complete Book of Calligraphy & Lettering
provides expert instruction on the intricacies of
traditional lettering techniques, as well as an
introduction to contemporary hand-lettering formats.
From selecting the appropriate tools, such as pens,
nibs, brushes, inks, and papers, to learning optimal
hand positioning and understanding the intricacies of
lettering angles, heights, spacing, and strokes, The
Complete Book of Calligraphy & Lettering will help
lettering enthusiasts swiftly master their craft. Stepby-step lessons, practice templates, and a range of
stunning alphabets demonstrate the breadth of
artistic achievement that comes with practice and
dedication. Four professional artists guide you
through traditional calligraphy techniques, as well as
an introduction to contemporary hand-lettering art
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forms, such as brush lettering and mixed media, for
a well-rounded approach to the craft. Additionally, a
short section on Chinese brush lettering and several
mixed media lettering projects inspire creativity and
demonstrate how calligraphy and lettering can be
used in wider artistic contexts and projects. Including
practice templates for several featured alphabets in
addition to mixed media "bonus" projects designed
to inspire artistic creativity, The Complete Book of
Calligraphy & Lettering will inspire lettering
enthusiasts of all skill levels to strengthen their
existing skills and delve into new, lesser-known
variations of the trend.
The Best Calligraphy Practice Book with 4 Paper
Type 1.Angle Lines 2.Line Lettering 3.Tian Zi Ge
Paper 4.Dual Brush Pens with Capital & Small Letter
Calligraphy Alphabet for Beginner Letter Practice.
Product Detail: Size: Large Format 8.5x11Inch
Interior: Upper and Lowercase Calligraphy Alphabet
for Beginner Practice with 4 Paper Types 1)Angle
Lines 2)Line Lettering 3)Tian Zi Ge Paper 4)Dual
Brush Pens
In an age of myriad computer fonts and instant
communication, your handwriting style is
increasingly a very personal creation. In this book,
Margaret Shepherd, America's premier calligrapher,
shows you that calligraphy is not simply a craft you
can learn, but an elegant art form that you can make
your own. Calligraphy remains perennially popular,
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often adorning wedding invitations, diplomas, and
commercial signs. Whether it is Roman, Gothic,
Celtic, Bookhand, or Italic style, calligraphy conveys
class and elegance. Margaret Shepherd makes this
ancient art form accessible in a completely handlettered technical guide that will: * Provide context for
calligraphy as an art, exploring the rich tradition of
hand-lettering and mapping the evolution of the most
popular styles. * Give detailed technical advice on
choosing pens, paper, and inks, setting up your
workspace, mastering various pen angles, along with
step-by-step illustrations to guide you as you
practice. * Explain which alphabets are appropriate
for different forms of writing. For example, the
Roman alphabet works well for short, unpunctuated
passages, while the Italic alphabet is more suited to
informal everyday communication. * Encourage you
to personalize your lettering by using variant strokes
and interpreting how you would like the words to look
on the page. * Inspire you with carefully chosen
illustrations and examples, which bring letters to life.
In Margaret Shepherd's own words, "Calligraphy
trains not only your eye and hand, but your mind as
well." Learn Calligraphy is the authoritative primer for
this age-old craft, and will help develop a new
appreciation for lettering as you discover your
creative personality.
This calligraphy paper and workbook for lettering
artists and beginners is super helpful for calligrapher
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enthusiasts to practice their skills to perfection. The
slanted lined graph paper ensures accurate
penmanship is achieved. Large size 8.5 X 11" 160
sheets Excellent value for money and an excellent
gift for all occasions, birthdays, anniversaries,
christmas stocking stuffer and more! Great cheap gift
under 10 dollars
Popular Instagram brush lettering artist Kelly
Klapstein takes a simple, serene approach to
teaching the art of creating beautiful letterforms with
easy to use and richly colored brush pens. Kelly
begins by guiding you through the tools you’ll be
using, and the best ways to position pen, hand, and
paper. Kelly demonstrates a range of basic strokes
along with drill sheets for practice and improvement.
In addition to providing detailed instructions and
tracing guides for both lowercase and uppercase
alphabets, Kelly gives tutorials on freestyle lettering,
faux calligraphy, and special effects. Also included
are lowercase and uppercase A to Z exemplars for
both large and small brush pens. Drill sheets, tracing
guides, worksheets, and exemplars are perforated
for easy removal.
Traces the history of Western calligraphy,
demonstrates various scripts, and shows
manuscripts and inscriptions from the past
Try your hand at a beautiful, classic and modern
style of writing! A basic, how-to book for beginners
featuring 5 popular fonts or hands, Italic, Uncial,
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Foundational, Gothic, and Casual Pointed Pen,
shown in step-by-step detail. The author, an
experienced teacher of calligraphy, builds the letters,
numbers, and punctuation, giving over 300 photos
for each style, so beginners can see the strokes,
how the pen is held, and how the characters take
form. Pens, papers, inks—all the tools are covered
along with necessary techniques, so beginners can
use this workbook approach to build mastery of a full
range of hands—from the oldest, most traditional to
contemporary—quickly and confidently.
Practice til you’re perfect with expert drills, tips, and
exercises! If you want to take your hand lettering to
the next level, you need to practice, practice,
practice. But merely writing the same letter over and
over often leads to repeating the same mistake
instead of improving your skill. Packed with expert
drills, tips and exercises, Brush Pen Lettering
Practice Book provides the smart coaching and
blank work space to make your daily practice easier,
more efficient and more fun. It’s the ideal way to
speed you on your way to creating gorgeous
lettering styles. The perfect companion to author
Grace Song’s Brush Pen Lettering, this handy
workbook features helpful practice pages with
guided lines, hints and even specific letter form
combinations for many popular words, including: •
Congratulations • Greetings • Wedding • Happy
Birthday
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This exquisite collection of usable, unusual, royaltyfree lettering includes 1,685 bizarre and ornamental
letters, including 50 full alphabets in a variety of
motifs, including 11th centuy Anglo-Celtic, military,
silhouettes, mathematics, and many more.
Mastering Hebrew Calligraphy is a comprehensive
and beautiful guide to the art of Hebrew lettermaking. Developed and designed by the leading
Jerusalem calligrapher, Izzy Pludwinski, it teaches
the how-to's of writing Hebrew scripts and principles
of design and layout to enable you to create your
own, beautiful Hebrew texts. Mastering Hebrew
Calligraphy is the essential guidebook that
addresses every nuance of the art of Hebrew
calligraphic writing, from needed tools pens to
computers to correct posture and effective letter
spacing. It is also a celebration of the Hebrew letter,
with dozens of images of calligraphic works of art
that will inspire you to develop your artistic
imagination through the Aleph Bet. A magnificent
and informative book to own whether you plan on
becoming a professional calligrapher or simply find
joy in Hebrew letters. With 200 illustrations.
A perfect gift for anyone who wants to learn the
"write" way to craft calligraphy. Calligraphy is about
creating something uniquely beautiful, whether to
celebrate a special occasion like marriage or to use
every day in the form of stationery. Author Molly
Suber Thorpe, an award-winning wedding invitation
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designer and calligrapher based in Los Angeles,
works closely with her international clients to give
them the distinctive products they're looking for. In
Modern Calligraphy, you can learn from this
experienced expert how to master this fresh modern
lettering style. The first book to teach this bold new
style breaks the calligraphy process down into
simple steps so anyone can learn to create their own
stunning wedding invitations, thank you cards, gift
tags, and more. Starting with an overview of the
supplies—from paper to ink to pens—you will learn
how to form letters, words, and then phrases by
following Molly's clear step-by-step instructions, and
by practicing with the provided templates. After
mastering letter forms using a pointed pen and ink
you can take it to the next level by learning how to
use watercolor and gouache, or how to digitize your
calligraphy. The twenty projects in the book provide
lots of inspiration for making your own and are
grouped into three sections: weddings,
entertainment, and personal stationery. With loads of
ideas, practice exercises, and helpful tips, soon you
will be turning out gorgeous script calligraphy pieces
like the ones featured in wedding magazines and
popular websites like Pinterest.
Through easy-to-understand instructions and
guidelines, plenty of inspirational examples, and
hundreds of sketches and illustrations, Martina Flor
shows how to transform initial lettering concepts and
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sketches into a well-shaped, exquisite piece of digital
lettering that can be published and sold. Learn how
to train your typographic eye by studying lettering
samples and the anatomy of letters; explore
concepts of hierarchy, composition and flourishes;
and discover the many different ways of creating
letter shapes. In addition, Flor explains the process
of creating a lettering project step by step - from start
to finish, from analogue to digital - and gives
valuable tips about how to make a career as a
lettering artist.
Introduces the art and technique of calligraphy;
provides instructions for writing italic, Gothic, uncial,
and Roman alphabets, punctuation, and decorative
borders; and suggests projects. Reprint.
Learn to hand letter using simple, creative
techniques, practice worksheets, and beautiful fonts
that anyone can learn! Have you ever wanted to
learn how to hand letter, but didn't know where to
start? Author Sarah Ensign will teach you how using
simple, fun techniques. You'll learn how to use a
brush pen, create basic strokes, and connect letters.
Once you've honed your basic lettering skills, you'll
learn how to draw fonts and compose quotes to
create your own unique projects. Your creativity will
soar as you learn this beautiful craft from one of the
best teachers on YouTube! Here's what you'll find
inside: Beautiful, full-color photography and handson lettering worksheets that you can trace or letter
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on directly Step-by-step tutorials for creating faux
calligraphy, brush pen lettering, bounce lettering,
and more Complete alphabet worksheets for six
beautiful font styles, along with fun lettering projects
that will inspire your creativity Beautiful, full-color
photography, and high-quality, hardcover spiral
binding that makes it easy to trace the worksheets or
letter directly in the book Practical tips for choosing
and using pens, laying out quotes, handling tricky
connections, and moving beyond the basics to
create your own unique fonts
About This Book: This large and beautiful japanese
writing practice book (Genkouyoushi grid paper),
with mythical dragon images as its cover design, is
great for beginners learning to practice Japanese
calligraphy and writing japanese alphabet letters and
characters such as hiragana, katakana and kanji.
Glossy Finish Soft Cover (Perfect Bound) US Letter
Size: 8.5x11 Inch (Approximately A4) 150 Pages of
High Quality Paper Hiragana and Katakana Chart
Included for Easy Reference Incorporates dragon
Illustration Motif To see our full range of notebooks
and journals, click on the Amazon author links,
Enchanting Japan and MayMei Notebooks &
Journals, in the title/subject area.
Aimed at children aged 7+, this educational and fun
series promotes creativity and stimulates the
imagination.
Unabridged reprint of extremely rare 18th-century
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manual offers helpful hints on forming letters, holding
the pen, arm and wrist positions, and posture.
Includes rich sampling of alphabets, maxims,
didactic verses, and other words of advice.
Charmingly illustrated instruction manual for
calligraphers, commercial artists,and devoteés of
fine penmanship.
Demonstrates both basic and formal Italic lowercase and capital letters, numerals, and punctuation,
and provides practice exercises
Whether this is your first time approaching
blackletter calligraphy or you have already dedicated
years to the craft, you're in the right place. The
materials herein were created to help aspiring
calligraphy artists learn the ins and outs of an ageold (but certainly not forgotten) form of script. If you
follow these materials from beginning to end, you will
walk away with a deep understanding of Fraktur's
history, how to distinguish it from other blackletter
scripts, and most importantly, you'll be armed with
the skills needed to reproduce it effortlessly in
beautiful compositions and hand-written excerpts.
This blackletter calligraphy manual and workbook
covers the history of blackletter and provides insights
on the best writing tools, in-depth written instruction
and technique on how to approach individual strokes
and letterforms for both the minuscule (lowercase)
and majuscule (uppercase) alphabets, and a wealth
of templated practice sheets to apply your learnings.
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Table of Contents: Introduction An Overview of
Fraktur Calligraphy Blackletter Calligraphy Tools
Minuscule Stroke Exercises Minuscule Alphabet
Exercises Majuscule Stroke Exercises Majuscule
Alphabet Exercises Blank Practice Sheets Mastering
any style of calligraphy takes time and dedication -but that's all it takes. Be patient in your studies and
in time, this style of calligraphy will become second
nature. Note: This is one part of a four part book
series where each book covers one of the four styles
of blackletter (Textura, Rotunda, Bastarda, and
Fraktur) comprehensively. Be sure to check the
others out as well if you're interested in learning
other styles of blackletter calligraphy!
Do you want to perfect your Thai handwriting? Do
you need a trustworthy resource to teach your small
children to trace the Thai alphabet? Then this
workbook is the perfect companion for your studies.
In it, you'll find all the Thai consonants and vowels,
including the both the Traditional and the Modern
versions of each letter. Your benefits: Clear large
letters make it easy to recognize even the most
detailed of the Thai characters and diacritics.
Detailed stroke order instructions provide you with a
strong foundation to build your skills in both the
traditional and the modern writing styles. Dedicated
"Trace and Learn" sections are designed to imprint
proper stroke technique unto your muscle memory.
Font variations train your brain to recognize
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alternative character styles. As a bonus, for each
character, you'll find an extra 8.5 x 11 inches page
fully dedicated to the handwriting practice of that
letter with and without guiding background light-gray
letters. Feel free to photocopy these bonus pages as
you wish to extend the lifetime value of your
workbook. Special information: Like all Lang
Workbooks, this work is also a labor of love.
Accordingly, if you are a teacher, a student of Thai,
or homeschooling your children, then you can
photocopy any part of this workbook for your own, or
your students, personal use. Learning to write the
Thai script by heart has never been made easy.
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